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Abstract: The protection of data is of at most importance in the medical field to boost the telemedicine
applications. There is a need of robust and secure mechanism to transfer the medical images over the Internet.
The algorithm proposed in this study is the watermarking technique in the transform domain to ensure secure
transfer of medical data. Using DWT transformation and substitution method, we embed the watermark into the
cover image and the watermarked image is then encrypted by using the symmetric stream cipher techniques.
Performace of the proposed algorithm is analyzed against various signal processing attacks like compression,
filtering, noise and histogram equalization and desired outcome is obtained without much degradation in
extracted watermark and watermarked image quality.
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1. Introduction
The growing technology nowadays offers substantial new opportunities for sharing and transmission of the
valuable digital data such as images, audio and video [1].The Internet and electronic media has improved
medical facilities in the form of tele-medicine, tele-diagnosis, tele-consultancy etc. [2]. The digital revolution
has boosted the sharing of medical images and confidential medical data among the health care professionals and
healthcare institutions, which has led to the requirement of the safety issues concerned with the legal and ethical
aspects specific to the medical domain. The ease by which digital data can be duplicated and distributed has
raised the need of the effective content and copyright protection mechanisms [3].
With these evolutionary technologies, the security of the medical images and medical records has attracted
great attention. The digital handling of such information requires a systematic content validation, copyright
management and content protection. The ease of transmitting and sharing the medical data increases the security
issues in terms of confidentiality, availability and reliability [4]. The traditional cryptographic techniques
provide medical data protection and authentication. Some techniques also provide the confidentiality, integrity
and non-repudiation [5-9]. However, only the cryptographic solutions are not sufficient to handle all facets of
security in the medical domain [10].
The digital imaging and communication in medicine (DICOM) standards make exchange of medical images
more convenient, quicker and dependable. The DICOM files are switched between the entities in a fixed way.
Nevertheless, if the cryptanalyst is able to obtain the information regarding key and forms in the encrypted data,
the data is no longer protected [11-14]. A method to enhance the security of the medical images is the digital
image watermarking [15]. These methods provide the complementary security for the medical images to share
them over the open network channels [16, 17]. It is the process of embedding data, called a watermark, to the
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multimedia objects such as image, audio, video, etc. Such embedded watermarking can be detected later to make
assertions about the objects [18-21].
The main objectives considered in medical applications for the protecting the data are data hiding, integrity
control and authenticity [22]. Watermarking provides a novel approach to achieve these characteristics during
transfer of data from one host to another. The watermarking can be performed in both spatial and transform
domains. In transform domain, the watermark is embedded in the image by modifying the transformation
coefficients.

2. Terminology
The proposed work based on Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) and stream cipher requires certain
theoretical considerations related to and their application in image processing. Hence, a brief description of these
concepts is included in the given below sections.

2.1.

DWT

DWT provides the multi-resolution analysis having time-frequency location properties, which decomposed
the image into a set of four non-overlapping sub-bands. We are using use the Haar wavelets, which are a series
of averaging and differencing operations on discrete time signal. An image is transformed into four sub-bands
named as LL, LH, HL, and HH. The HH sub-band represents the finest scale coefficients and the LL sub-band
represents the coarse level coefficients.

2.2.

Stream Cipher

Stream cipher encrypts bits individually, achieved by adding a bit of a key stream of plain text to ensure the
privacy on a communication network. These are synchronous cipher techniques, uses the pseudo-random
function as key generator. The generated key is used as the one time pad (OTP) and used for encryption masking
with the plain text using bitwise XOR operation. The decryption process is done in the same manner, by using
the bitwise XOR operation on the cipher text and the pseudo random key.

Fig. 1: Stream Cipher

3. Proposed Algorithm
In our proposed method, the watermark and cover images are transformed using Haar wavelets. The
watermark image to be embedded is formatted to form the watermark key using modulus functions. To embed
the watermark, a bit-plane is selected in the cover image and embedding is done on the selected bit-plane. To
enhance the protection of the watermarked image, it is enciphered utilizing the stream cipher symmetric key
techniques.

3.1.

Embedding Watermark

The first step is to convert the watermark and cover image to grayscale images. Next, we apply 1-level DWT
to watermark image ‘W’ to obtain the sub-bands LL, LH, HL and HH. We then apply 1-level DWT to the cover
image ‘C’ to obtain the sub-bands LL, LH, HL and HH. Select the LL sub-band of the watermark image and
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format using the modulus function to obtain the watermark key. Select the bit-plane to hide the image. Using the
selected bit-plane, embed the watermark to the ‘LL’ sub-band on the cover image ‘C’. The watermarked image
is encrypted using the stream cipher (RC4) in the transform domain. The watermark embedding process is
described in the algorithm given below:
Embedding algorithm for watermark image
Input: The cover image ‘C’ of size N×N.
The watermark image ‘W’ of size M×M.
Output: The watermarked image ‘Wd’ of size N×N
Step1: Perform DWT on Cover and Watermark image
Apply DWT to cover image ‘C’
LLc←LL band of C
Apply DWT to watermark image ‘W’
LLw←LL band of W
Step 2: Select the size of the LL sub-band
Cn ,Cm←Size of LLc
Wn ,Wm←Size of LLw
Step 3: Format the watermark
Repeat for each value (i,j) of LLw
do
K(i,j)=LLw(( i mod Wn)+1, ( j mod Wm)+1)
end
until i, j ≤ Cn
Step 4: Select the bitplane
Repeat for each value (i,j) of LLc
do
B= get bit of (i,j)
end
until i, j ≤ Cn
Step 5:Embedd the watermark to selected bitplane
Repeat for each value (i,j)
do
Wd(i,j)=setbitto(LLc(i,j), B, LLw(i,j))
end
until i, j ≤Cn
Step 6: Encrypt the watermark
Repeat for each value (i, j)
do
E(i,j)= Encrypt(W(i,j))
end
until i ,j ≤ Cn

3.2.

Watermark Extraction

Select the encrypted watermarked image. Decrypt the image using the stream cipher, opposite to encryption.
Obtain the embedded watermark by extracting using the selected bit plane. The watermark extraction process
illustrated in the algorithm given below:
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Extraction Algorithm for Image Watermark:
Input: Encrypted watermarked image of size C n
Output: Watermarked image of size M×M
Step 1: Decrypt the watermark
Repeat for each value (i,j)
do
D(i,j)= Decrypt(E(i ,j))
end
until i,j ≤ Cn
Step 2: Extract the watermark from the selected bit plane
Repeat for each value(i,j)
do
W(i,j)=getbit( D(i,j), B)
end
until i, j ≤ Cn
Step 3: obtain the original image
Rescale W(i,j) to M×M

4. Experimental Results and Discussion
The watermarking embedding and extraction is done for the images of different sizes. The image size 512×512
is used as the cover image. One level DWT is applied to the images to obtain the sub-band.

Fig. 2: (a) Cover Image (b). Watermark (c). Watermarked Image
TABLE1: NC Values at different gain Factors
Gain
Factor

Lena
NC

MRI-brain-tumor
NC

MRI_head
NC

0.5

0.912624

0.912624

0.912624

0.1

0.874024

0.874024

0.874024

0.05

0.861216

0.861216

0.861216

0.02

0.830708

0.830708

0.830708

0.01

0.830708

0.830708

0.830708

0.005

0.819239

0.819239

0.819239

The embedding is done to the LL sub-band by using the LSB substitution methods. The watermarked images
are encrypted with RC4 encryption technique, which provide the additional security to the watermark images.
We simulated our proposed algorithm using MATLAB. Based on the experimental results, the Normalized Cross
Correlation (NC) and Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) values are illustrated in Tables 1-3. The Table 1
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describes the NC values at different gain factors ranging from 0.005 to 0.5. It may be observed that without any
noise attack, PSNR values for all the images are above 66 dB, which indicates a high imperceptibility of the
watermarked images. Tables 1 and 2 illustrate the NC and PSNR values for different images at different gain
factors. The obtained NC values are above 0.819239 and show the robustness of the embedded watermark. The
extracted and the original watermark images are as shown in the Figure2.
TABLE II: PSNR at different gain factor
Lena

MRI-brain-tumor

MRI_head

0.5

PSNR
66.989667

PSNR
68.540854

PSNR
68.476300

0.1

67.780468

69.445400

69.313919

0.05

67.928538

69.627140

69.490127

0.02

68.288204

70.086778

69.865561

0.01

68.288204

70.086778

69.865561

0.005

68.405682

70.244338

69.994914

Gain Factor

In Table 3, images are attacked by the noise at different noise density for salt and pepper noise at gain
factors=0.1. The maximum NC values are obtained 0.912142 at noise density 0.001 with Lena image. However,
the minimum NC values are obtained 0.685349 at noise density 0.02 with MRI image.
TABLE III: NC values at gain = 0.1 against salt and pepper noise
Noise
Level

Lena

MRI-brain-tumor

MRI_head

NC

NC

NC

0.001

0.912142

0.899075

0.873004

0.002

0.903781

0.890671

0.857468

0.005

0.883014

0.851669

0.817373

0.010

0.855245

0.814487

0.764562

0.020

0.804574

0.730041

0.685349

In Table 4, the performance of the proposed solution is evaluated against the different signal processing
attacks. The highest NC value is obtained 0.8210 against JPEG attack with Lena image. However, minimum NC
value is 0.5780 against rotation attack with the same image.
In this table, all NC values are acceptable except the rotation attack which is less than 0.7. The proposed
solution provides robust watermarking for medical data protection without degradation in the quality of the
image.

5. Conclusion and Future Scope
In the medical domain, after embedding the watermark, the quality of the image should remain high for the
diagnostic purposes. Our proposed method provides a robust mechanism for watermarking with high invisibility.
First level DWT is used for the transforming the cover and watermark images to frequency domain. We select
LL band from watermark image and format it using modulus functions. The formatted watermark is embedded
in the LL band of the cover image. The watermarked image, then encrypted by using the stream cipher
cryptographic techniques in order to achieved two level of security which may provide a potential solution to
existing telemedicine security problem of patient identity theft. We would like improve the performance, which
will be reported in future communication.
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TABLE IV: NC values at different signal processing attacks
Attacks

Lena

MRI-brain-tumor

Cropping

0.713410

0.666059

MRI_head
0.652286

Rotation
Gaussian LPF
JPEG Compression
(Quality Factor = 65)
Histogram Equalization
Contrast Adjustment

0.57801
0.818905
0.821044

0.547633
0.750601
0.802104

0.660975
0.670656
0.768578

0.819204
0.819239

0.762078
0.792079

0.667692
0.668578
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